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Plastic surgery from
the names you respect

MedOne. Empower Yourself.

MedOne Plastic Surgery
Learn from the Masters

MedOne’s powerful platform is
perfect for residents and
experienced specialists alike. By
combining expert information with
stunning visuals, the site serves as
both a learning and technical tool.
MedOne makes it easy for busy
practitioners to research at home,
at work, or on the go.
MedOne Plastic Surgery is centered on surgeons’
needs, so surgeons can focus on what matters:
patients. Curated content, direct from respected
experts, means that surgeons and residents alike
can connect to resources, elevate their skills, and
find insights into every aspect of plastic surgery.

They pioneered the techniques you use and the cutting-edge
procedures you don’t—yet. When you’re learning the
procedures they perfected, why not go to the source?
Material direct from worldwide, world-renowned experts
includes videos explaining their techniques, demonstrating
operations, and discussing complications, so you don’t need
to travel the world to have the best among your mentors.

E-Journals
We know you’re busy. That’s why MedOne makes the most of
your time. Quickly search and read articles from Thieme’s
plastic surgery journals, plus see PubMed results. Visit the
archives or check new work: whether you’re doing research,
keeping up with innovations, or finding sources, you can get
the whole picture, download it, and then go back to your life.

For the specialist
▶ Advance professionally with new techniques
▶ Peruse dynamically updated content
▶ Incorporate articles into new research ideas
▶ Check what leaders in the field are doing

For the resident
▶ Attain skills based on expert presentations
▶ Train with resources accessible anytime
▶ E xamine fundamental and innovative topics
▶ Observe a vast library of technical videos

For the institution
▶ Invite students to learn any time or place
▶ Augment trainee and surgeon skill sets
▶ Magnify emphasis on personal development
▶ Design a program to appeal to residents

Media
In plastic surgery, results matter. That’s why the platform’s
images clearly show landmarks, approaches, and outcomes.
Expand, download, or compare images conveniently on the
media page, then learn more by clicking source links. And let’s
be honest: everyone likes streaming videos. With enough
content to watch for days, MedOne Plastic Surgery’s priceless
operative and case videos give real-life examples of surgical
processes and results.

Feature: Learn from the Masters
Video techniques direct from the experts!

E-Books
Sometimes, it’s nice to have the book. Other times, you just
need the material. This comprehensive library, which receives
frequent updates, provides you with relevant information on
reconstructive and aesthetic procedures. Whether you’re
studying for boards or picking up techniques, you can use the
invaluable guidance how you want: expand images, watch
videos, download chapters, take notes, customize views, and
follow links to articles, all from within e-books.

Procedures
Every time you walk into the OR, do so with confidence—
confidence in your skills and your ability to attain the desired
result. The procedures section of MedOne Plastic Surgery has
what you need to walk into surgery prepared: quickly review a
tricky procedure with step-by-step instructions, read through
various approaches to find the best, or watch operative videos
to get the details right.

NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST:
Foad Nahai, MD
Christine Hamori, MD
Michael Zenn, MD
Patrick Tonnard, MD
Alexis Verpaele, MD
Rod Rohrich, MD

MedOne@Home
With so many demands for your attention, it’s hard to stop
moving. MedOne@Home lets you stay on the go, even while
you work. Just set up an individual username within your
departmental access to save your notes and content across
internet-enabled devices. You stay late often enough—take
advantage of the chance to work from the comfort of home.

Search
There’s a lot of content on MedOne Plastic Surgery. But don’t
worry: you don’t have to sift through it to find the information
you need. MedOne’s intuitive search engine not only auto-fills
terms but also filters the results, so you can instantly find
what you want. Plus, it’s easy to narrow your searches with
filters and options to hide irrelevant results.

Training Center
Study effectively using the database of questions, answers,
and explanations. Formed of over 1,000 questions categorized
by anatomical region and procedure, the self-testing page
solves your studying needs by letting you mark questions to
repeat, remembering your progress, and breaking down your
results into easy-to-review statistics.

Responsive Design
Change the way you view plastic surgery by changing your
device: with automatic screen adaptation, you can take
MedOne Plastic Surgery along as an anyplace platform. All you
need is internet access to make the most of your time, no
matter what feature you need. It’s simple to research when
you can effortlessly transition between computers, tablets,
and phones.

Sign up for a free trial

www.thieme.com/medone-plasticsurgery

System Requirements
MedOne Plastic Surgery is supported by all leading browsers
(Internet Explorer 9 or higher and recent versions of Safari,
Chrome, or Firefox).

Licensing Options
• Institutions can purchase internet-enabled access.
• Several licensing options allow for flexible agreements.
• Individual subscriptions are available with username
access.
• All licenses automatically receive updated content as new
titles are released.

For more information or to access MedOne Plastic Surgery, please visit:
medone-plasticsurgery.thieme.com
For personal licensing, please email:
medone@thieme.com

The Americas
Thieme Institutional Sales
E-mail: esales@thieme.com
Phone: +1-212-584-4695

Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia
Thieme Institutional Sales
E-mail: eproducts@thieme.de
Phone: +49-711-8931-407

India
Thieme Institutional Sales
E-mail: eproducts@thieme.in
Phone: +91-120-455-6600

Japan
Bureau Hosoya
E-mail: brhosoya@poplar.ocn.ne.jp
Phone: +81-3-3358-0692
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